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Abstract

Helminth diseases have long been a threat to the health of humans and animals. Roundworms are important organisms for studying parasitic mechanisms, disease transmission and prevention. The study of parasites in the giant panda is of importance for understanding how roundworms adapt to the host. Here, we report a high-quality chromosome-scale genome of Baylisascaris Schroederi with a genome size of 253.60 Mb and 19,262 predicted protein-coding genes. We found that gene families related to epidermal chitin synthesis and environmental information processes in the roundworm genome have expanded significantly. Furthermore, we demonstrated...
1 | INTRODUCTION

Parasitic ascariasis has long been a threat to the health of humans, livestock and wildlife worldwide (Hotez et al., 2009). With the expansion of towns, cities, and the wild land-urban interface, geographic isolation is no longer an effective barrier for transmission of helminth infections. As a result, the risks for transmission of diseases once isolated in wildlife have never been greater (Kazacos & Boyce, 1989). Due to its wide distribution and long incubation period, soil-transmitted helminth eggs are easily transmitted between wildlife and livestock, and even to humans through contaminated faeces or soil. In-depth studies of helminths in wildlife can provide information of relevance for identifying and detecting pathogens and instigate appropriate actions to deal with possible risks with broad and far-reaching implications for wildlife and human health.

*Baylisascaris schroederi*, a parasitic nematode specific for the giant panda (*Ailuropoda melanoleuca*), is a soil-transmitted nematode and can directly infect the giant panda without passing through an intermediate host (Bethony et al., 2006; De Silva et al., 2003). Baylisascaris species also cause infection as patent or latent larva migrans (LM) in a variety of mammals (Kazacos & Boyce, 1989), birds (Wolf et al., 2007) and humans (Murray, 2002; Wise et al., 2005), and are therefore considered zoonotic parasites with potential public health and safety risks. Even though not all details of the life cycle of *B. schroederi* have been established, it is known that eggs secreted with faeces are very resistant and can survive for extended periods in the soil. Fertile eggs can become infective under suitable temperature conditions (12–22°C) and after being ingested by a panda, the eggs hatch in the small intestine, the larvae migrate to several organs, and eventually returns to the intestine where they mature into adult reproductive worms (Wang et al., 2018). Migration of larvae to different organs may cause serious damage to the organs, with different roundworm species being associate with different syndromes including visceral larva migrans (VLM), ocular larva migrans (OLM), neural larva migrans (NLM) and even severe pneumonia and hepatitis (Kazacos & Boyce, 1989; Papini et al., 1995; Wildt et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2011). Infection by Baylisascaris species can in addition cause severe baylisascariasis, intestinal blockage, and even fatal bowel rupture (Schaul, 2006; Yang, 1998). Compared with other roundworms, *B. schroederi* is smaller in size and is mainly found in the small intestine of giant pandas. Giant pandas have typical carnivorous intestinal characteristics (short and thick small intestines), but eat bamboo, a diet with low digestibility and absorption. This challenges the nutrient absorption of *B. schroederi* for survival in the small intestine. Based on available epidemiological data of the giant panda, *B. schroederi* is the leading cause of death from primary and secondary infection in wild and captive populations (Hu et al., 2018; Li et al., 2014). Moreover, the problem of increased resistance to anthelmintics is likely to be seriously underestimated. Giant pandas in captivity are regularly dewormed (every 60 days). According to investigations, *B. schroederi* eggs can still be detected in the faeces 10–15 days after treatment with anthelmintics (Li et al., 2015), indicating that a development of drug-resistant subtypes had occurred in the *B. schroederi* population, and that *B. schroederi* variants with resistance to a variety of anthelmintics had survived. These variants may potentially become anthelmintic-resistant pathogens.

Although *B. schroederi* poses threats to both wild and captive giant pandas, current studies are limited to morphological and single or multiple gene analyses, preventing in-depth exploration of genetic mechanisms of adaptations and further prevention and control unique genes involved in essential amino acid metabolism in the *B. schroederi* genome, inferred to be essential for the adaptation to the giant panda-specific diet. In addition, under different deworming pressures, we found that four resistance-related genes (*gic-1*, *nrf-6*, *bre-4* and *ced-7*) were under strong positive selection in a captive population. Finally, 23 known drug targets and 47 potential drug target proteins were identified. The genome provides a unique reference for inferring the early evolution of roundworms and their adaptation to the host. Population genetic analysis and drug sensitivity prediction provide insights revealing the impact of deworming history on population genetic structure of importance for disease prevention.
of infections (Xie et al., 2011). Here, we report a chromosome-scale reference genome of *B. Schroederi*, which is also the first chromosome-scale reference genome of ascarioïd. Based on the genome, we explored possible genetic mechanisms of the adaptation of *B. Schroederi* to the intestinal environment, especially the specific diet of the giant panda, as well as the potential genetic basis of drug resistance. Finally, potential drug target proteins were identified, which provides new insights into the potential disease management of *Baylisascaris* and related roundworms.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Samples

All specimens of Sichuan *B. Schroederi* population were collected from the giant panda (*Ailuropoda melanoleuca*) with naturally acquired infections from the China Conservation and Research Centre for Giant Panda during the period August 2018 to July 2019. Samples of Qinling *B. Schroederi* population were obtained from the intestines of a wild giant panda that died shortly after being found in the Foping National Nature Reserve (Qinling Mountains) in 2018. The captive and wild individuals differed by geography and the different pressure of deworming history. Roundworms were washed extensively in sterile physiological saline (37°C), sexes separated, snap-frozen and transported on dry ice and then stored at −80°C until use. Several specimens were stored in RNA preservation solution for transcriptome sequencing. All experimental designs and handling of nematodes were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Northeast Forestry University.

2.2 | Library construction, sequencing and assembly

PacBio libraries were generated with a SMRTbell Template Prep Kit 1.0 (Pacific Biosciences) and the SMRTbell Damage Repair Kit (Pacific Biosciences) and were sequenced with one SMRT cell on the PacBio SMRT platform. In addition, a 100-bp paired-end library was constructed and sequenced on a BGISEQ platform to assess the complexity of genome and to polish PacBio data (for details, see Supporting Information).

The *B. Schroederi* genome was assembled using a “correct-then-assemble” strategy. First, nextdenovo (v2.0-beta.1: https://github.com/Nextomics/NextDenovo) was used to correct and assemble a draft genome. The Arrow (v0.3.2) algorithm was then used to carry out a second round of correction for this assembly (Archibald, 2017). nextpolish (v1.0.5) (Hu et al., 2019) was further used for genome polishing by using the WGS data. To finally ligate the scaffolds to chromosomes, Hi-C technology (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009) was used to capture the chromosome conformations. 105 Gb (~400x) Hi-C sequencing data were generated from a single Hi-C library which was constructed as previously described. We next used juicer (v1.5.7) to analyse the Hi-C data sets, and a three-dimensional de novo assembly (3D-DNA v180322) pipeline (Dudchenko et al., 2017) to scaffold spotted *B. Schroederi* genome to chromosome-length scaffolds (for details, see Supporting Information). We used the diamond (v0.9.10) software to blast the genome against the NCBI NR database, then deleted the scaffolds that blasted to bacteria (such as *Escherichia coli*, *Lactococcus lactis*) and generated the final genome file. Finally, we used the Purge_Dups pipeline (Guan et al., 2020) to remove haplotig sequences from the genome. The completeness of the genome was evaluated using sets of Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologues (BUSCO v3.0.1) with genome mode and lineage data from nematode odb9 and eukaryote odb9, respectively (Simão et al., 2015).

2.3 | Detection and classification of repetitive elements

For de novo identification of repeat elements, we constructed a transposable element (TE) library of the *B. Schroederi* genome to identified types of repeat elements by using tandem repeat finder (TRF) (Benson, 1999), ltrfinder (Zhao & Hao, 2007) and repeatmodeller (v1.0.8) (Smit et al., 2015). repeatmasker (Tarailo-Graovac & Chen, 2009) and repeatproteinmask (Tempel, 2012) were used to search the genome sequences for known repeat elements against the Repbase database (Jurka et al., 2005).

2.4 | Prediction of protein-coding genes and functional annotation

A combined strategy of de novo gene prediction, homology-based search and RNA sequencing-aided annotation was used to perform gene prediction. For homology-based annotation, we selected the protein-coding sequences of five homologous species (*Brugia malayi*, *C. elegans*, *Pristionchus pacificus*, *Steinernema carpocapsae* and *T. canis*) from NCBI (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). For RNA-based prediction, a male and a female transcriptome sequences were aligned to the genome for assembly using tophat (v2.1.0) (Trapnell et al., 2009) plus Trinity (v2.0.6) (Haas et al., 2013) strategy. pasapipeline (v2.1.0) was applied to predict gene structure after which the inferred gene structures were used in augustus (v3.2.3) (Mario et al., 2006) to train gene models based on transcript evidence. In addition, the genome sequence was analysed by the program genemark (v1.0) (John & Mark, 2005) utilizing unsupervised training to build a hidden Markov model. The consistent gene sets were generated by combining all above evidence using maker (v2.31.8) (Campbell et al., 2013). All gene evidence was merged to form a comprehensive and nonredundant gene set using evidencemodeller (v1.1.1, EVM) (Haas et al., 2008).

In order to perform gene functional annotation, we aligned the gene sets against several known databases, including SwissProt (Amos & Rolf, 2000), TrEMBL (Amos & Rolf, 2000), Kyoto
encyclopedia of genes and genomes (KEGG) (Pitk, 2006), clusters of orthologous groups of proteins (COG) (Tatusov et al., 2003) and NR database. Gene ontology (GO) information was obtained through BLAST2GO (v.2.5.0) (Conesa et al., 2005). Trnascan-SE (v1.3.1) (Lowe & Eddy, 1997) was used to predict tRNAs. We aligned the B. schroederi genome against InterProScan (v12.0) (Kalvari et al., 2018) database and invertebrate rRNA database to predict snRNA, miRNA and rRNA, respectively. In addition, proteases, protease inhibitors (PIs), and excretory/secretory proteins (EPSs) were annotated and identified (for details, see Supporting Information text).

2.5 | Reconstruction of phylogeny and evolutionary analysis using genomes from six nematodes

Genomes and annotation files of three parasitic roundworms (A. suum, T. canis and P. univalens), one free-living nematode (C. elegans) and one parasitic plant root nematode (M. hapla) were downloaded from NCBI or the WormBase database (Table S10) (Price & Hurd, 2019). The syntenic analyses both at whole-genome nucleotide-level and protein-level were performed by aligning the five nematode genomes to our assembled B. schroederi genome by using mcscanX (Wang et al., 2012) software. Orthogroups among the six nematodes were defined using TREEFAM (v4.0) (Li et al., 2006). Next, the protein sequences from each family were aligned using MUSCLE (v3.8.31) (Edgar, 2004) with default parameters. The conserved CDS alignments were extracted by Gblocks (Gerard & Jose, 2007). We selected single-copy gene families to construct phylogenetic trees based on maximum likelihood using RAxML (v8.2.4) (Alexandros, 2014) with PROTCATGTR nucleotide substitution model with 500 bootstrap replicates.

Using the divergence time between C. elegans and A. suum, which was calculated based on fossil evidence, as the reference time points (Mcgill et al., 2017), we estimated the divergence time between each species by MCMCtree from the PAML (v4.8) (Bo & Yang, 2013) package with default parameters.

2.6 | Expanded and contracted gene families

Based on the phylogenetic tree we constructed using the 2451 single-copy genes, we explored significantly expanded and contracted gene families in the six nematodes (A. suum, B. schroederi, T. canis, P. univalens, C. elegans and M. hapla). Gene family expansion and contraction analyses were performed using CAFE (v4.2) (Bie et al., 2006). We used a median gene number to estimate the changes in gene family size. The overall p-value of each gene family was calculated and the details of each branch and node with the exact p-values of each significant overall p-value (≤0.01) gene family were also calculated. Here, we performed analyses in two levels: (1) Comparing gene families of roundworms to those of other nematodes to determine the expanded and contracted genes in roundworms. (2) Comparing the B. schroederi and other three roundworms (A. suum, P. univalens and T. canis) to identify gain and loss of genes in B. schroederi, to further determine their differentiation within the roundworm branch. In addition, seven detoxification-related gene families of four roundworms were identified by HMMER3 (for details, see Supporting Information text) (Jaina et al., 2013).

2.7 | Identification of positively selected genes (PSGs)

Based on gene families retrieved from TreeFam, we identify PSGs between B. schroederi and the other five species (A. suum, T. canis, P. univalens, C. elegans and M. hapla). The branch-site model of CodeML in PAML (v4.8) (Bo & Yang, 2013) was used to detect potential PSGs. The null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis was used to estimate whether the dN/dS (ω) value of the foreground branch (Marked as B. schroederi) was larger than 1 or not followed by likelihood ratio test (LRT) using R “chisq.test()” function to calculate chi-squared distributions with 1 degree of freedom. A PSG was identified by meeting the requirements of a corrected p-value (<.05) and containing at least one positively selected site with a posterior probability ≥1.

2.8 | The change of effective population size as a function of time

We inferred the demographic history of the B. schroederi by using the WGS data generated by DNBSEQ-T1 from one individual. We simultaneously perform the same analysis on a giant panda by using resequencing short reads of an individual download from SRA database (accession SRA053353). For this analysis, we used bwa (v0.7.13-r1126) (Li & Durbin, 2009) to map the clean reads to each genome with the default parameters. Next, the PSMC method (Li & Durbin, 2011) was used to evaluate the dynamic changes of the effective population size (N_e) of B. schroederi and the giant panda. Following Li’s procedure (Li & Durbin, 2011), we applied a bootstrapping approach, repeated sampling 100 times to estimate the variance of simulated results for both B. schroederi and giant panda. We used 0.17 and 12 years per generation (g) and a mutation rate (μ) of 9 × 10^{-9} and 1.29 × 10^{-8} for B. schroederi and giant panda, respectively (Cutter, 2008). Since fluctuations in the effective population size of giant pandas have been reported to closely reflect changes in climate and atmospheric dust (Zhao et al., 2013), we added the mass accumulation rate (MAR) of Chinese loess over the past 250,000 years for comparison. In addition, we implemented the MSMC2 (Schiffels & Durbin, 2014) which can infer the recent effective population size history. We phased all SNPs of each individual by using beagle (v5.0) (Browning & Browning, 2007) using the following parameters: -i 20 -t 6 -p ‘10^1+15*2’. The mutation rate (μ) of B. schroederi for MSMC2 was the same as used for PSMC.
2.9 | Population structure of *B. Schroederi* in Qinling and Sichuan

A total of 240 samples collected from individuals in captivity and 26 samples from individuals in wild were re-sequenced using the DNBSEQ-T1&T5 platform. High-quality reads were aligned to the reference genome using *bwa-mem* (0.7.13-r1126) (Li & Durbin, 2009) with default parameters. *samtools* (v0.1.19) (Li et al., 2009) and genome analysis toolkit (*gatk* v 4.0.3.0) (Depristo et al., 2011) were used to obtain the SNP set within the population. Hard filtering was applied to the raw variant set using “*QD*<2.0 || *FS*>60.0 || *MQ*<40.0 || *MQRankSum*<−12.5 || *ReadPosRankSum*<−8.0” “*snp_filter*”. SNPs with <0.5% missing data or <0.01 minor allele frequency (MAF) were filtered out using *vcftools* (v0.1.12a) (Danecek et al., 2011). Principal components analysis (PCA) analysis of SNPs was carried out using *eigensoft* (Patterson et al., 2006) software, and the population clustering analysis was conducted in *plink* (Purcell et al., 2007). We used the whole-genome SNPs to construct the ML phylogenetic tree with 1000 bootstrap using *iqtree* (v1.6.12) (Lam-Tung et al., 2015), and using an genome sequence information of *P. univalens* as an outgroup. Population structure of all was analysed using the *admixture* (v1.3.0) program with a block-relaxation algorithm. To explore the convergence of individuals, we predefined the number of genetic clusters K from 2 to 5.

2.10 | Recent natural selection analysis

Extended haplotype homozygosity (EHH) and iHS methods were used for detecting SNPs under strong positive selection of the captive and wild population, respectively (Mathieu & Renaud, 2012). We use the data2haplohh (), *scan hh ()* and *ihhh2ihs ()* functions of the *rehh* (v3.1.2) to calculate the iHS scores (Mathieu & Renaud, 2012). We took the top 0.5% iHS score as the loci with strong positive selection. We added accumulated iHS scores at intervals of 20 kb to use the maximum (positive) XP-EHH score of all SNPs. The regions with p-values <.01 were considered significant signals in the population of interest.

2.11 | Known and potential drug targets

All compound-related proteins were searched against target proteins from *CHEMBL* v26 (Gaulton et al., 2012) using BLASTP (E ≤ 1 × 10^-10). We screened out all types of single proteins in the ChEMBL database for blasting. Known drug targets were identified from available publications and by searching for "anthelmintics" in the DrugBank (Wishart et al., 2017) database. For potential drug targets, we screened out all the single protein targets as described (Coghlan et al., 2018) and made adjustments to evaluate each gene. We set a score of "0/1" considering six main factors: (1) Similarity with ChEMBL drug targets and a highly conserved alignment (>80%). (2) Lack of human homologues. (3) Related to lethal, L3 arrest, flaccid, molt defect and sterile phenotypes. Lethal phenotypes were identified in WormBase WS240. (4) Whether the protein was a predicted chokepoint enzyme (Tyagi et al., 2018). (5) Whether the protein was predicted as an excretory/secretory protein (EP). (6) Whether the protein had a structure in the PDBe (Sameer et al., 2016). In order to make the screening most efficient, we searched for commercially available compounds against the target protein in ZINC15 (Sterling & Irwin, 2015). Finally, we selected compounds approved in phase III or above as suggested chemical compounds.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Genome assembly, annotation and evaluation

A total of 29 Gb (110x) PacBio long reads were generated (Table S1). The genome size was estimated to be 266.8 Mb based on K-mer depth distribution analysis (Table S2 and Figure S1), and the size of the assembled *B. Schroederi* genome reached 253.61 Mb, accounting for 95.05% of the estimated genome. This genome contained 75 scaffolds, 21 of which were superscaffolds ligated using 105 Gb (~386x) Hi-C sequencing data (Figure 1a; Figure S2). The total length of these 21 superscaffolds reached ~250.70 Mb, accounting for 98.86% of the whole genome (Table S3). The final scaffold N50 was 12.32 Mb (Table 1), which is significantly better than the published genome (Hu et al., 2020). The GC-depth distribution (Figure S3a,b) further showed that most genomic regions have a GC content narrowly centred around 37%, which is similar to that of other three roundworms (Ascaris suum, Parascaris univalens and Toxocara canis; Table 1) (Jex et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2015). BUSCO scores against nematode and eukaryote databases were 91.7% and 92.8%, respectively (Figure S4), reflecting the highest genome completeness among published roundworm genomes (Table 1). The bloplot also shows the accuracy of the assembly (Figure S5). 19,262 protein-coding genes were predicted via ab initio, homology-based and RNA sequencing-aided methods (see Section 2). KEGG, COG, TrEMBL, GO, Swissprot and InterPro (Figures S6 and S7). The average length of coding sequences (CDS) was 1052 bp with an average of 6.87 exons per gene, which is similar to that of other related roundworms (Table S4). We identified the mitochondrial genome (see Supporting Information text and Table S5). To evaluate the completeness of the predicted protein-coding genes, we compared the length distributions of mRNA, CDS, exons and introns in *B. Schroederi* with those in other five nematodes (Figures S9 and S10).

Total repeats (DNA transposons and RNA transposons) accounted for 12.66% of the genome (Tables S6–S8 and Figure S11). Huge variation in the proportion of repeat content is found among published nematode genomes (from 1% to 48%) (Coghlan, Tyagi, et al., 2018; Schiffer et al., 2013). Transposable elements (TEs) account for 10.24% of the *B. Schroederi* genome (Table S8), while...
TEs constitute 4.4% and 13.5% in the genomes of A. suum (Jex et al., 2011) and T. canis (Zhu et al., 2015), respectively. We identified a significant expansion of DNA transposons in B. schroederi compared to T. canis (Zhu et al., 2015) and A. suum (Data S1) (Jex et al., 2011). There are at least 64 DNA transposon families of which CMC-EnSpm, DNA and MULE-MuDR dominated the genome. We identified 17 long terminal repeats (LTRs) retrotransposon and 41 non-LTRs retrotransposon families (25 LINE and 16 SINE). Pao and Gypsy are the predominant LTRs, and CR1, RTE-RTE and L2 are the predominant non-LTRs. The number and size of the retrotransposon families are similar to those of other related roundworms (Ghedin et al., 2007; Jex et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2015). In addition, four types of non-coding RNA (ncRNA; including tRNA, snRNA, miRNA, and rRNA) were predicted (Table S9).
proteins (Data S2d–e). Conventionally secreted proteins and 349 nonconventionally secreted protein) with diverse functions were identified, including 1046 conventional proteins (EPs) of \( \alpha \)-acetylcholine receptor classes (\( \alpha \)-deg) identified, including members of the previously described nematode ligand-side signalling, are expressed during the transition from dauer larvae to infective larvae (Park et al., 2012). By comparing with the ligand-side signalling, those differentially expressed during the life cycle, were almost completely conserved among nematodes. For example, the homologues of \( \alpha \)-acetylcholine receptor classes (\( \alpha \)-deg) and \( \alpha \)-acetylcholine receptor classes (\( \alpha \)-deg) were found to mediate ascaro-side signalling, are expressed during the transition from dauer larvae to infective larvae (Park et al., 2012). By comparing with the ligand-gated ion channel gene set collected from wormBase, 65 genes were identified, including members of the previously described nematode acetylcholine receptor classes (deg-3, acr-16, unc-29 and unc-38) (Coghlan, Tyagi, et al., 2018). We predicted excretory/secretory proteins (EPs) of \( B. \) \( schroederi \), and at least 1395 EPs (5.26% of total protein) with diverse functions were identified, including 1046 conventionally secreted proteins and 349 nonconventionally secreted proteins (Data S2d–e).

### 3.2 Development-related genes for key enzymes, ion channels, receptors and secretome

To understand the genetic basis for the adaptation of \( B. \) \( schroederi \) to the parasitic life, we assessed the abundance of several major protein classes in \( B. \) \( schroederi \), \( A. \) \( suum \), \( P. \) \( univalens \), and \( T. \) \( canis \) (Table S10 and Figure S12b). A genome-wide search enabled us to identify 62 \( G \)-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs), 437 proteases and protease inhibitors (Data S2c). Some chemoreceptor families, especially those differentially expressed during the life cycle, were almost completely conserved among nematodes. For example, the homologues of \( C. \) \( elegans \) daf-37 (GeneID: Baysch11898) and daf-38 (GeneID: Baysch06944), which are known to mediate ascaro-side signalling, are expressed during the transition from dauer larvae to infective larvae (Park et al., 2012). By comparing with the ligand-gated ion channel gene set collected from wormBase, 65 genes were identified, including members of the previously described nematode acetylcholine receptor classes (deg-3, acr-16, unc-29 and unc-38) (Coghlan, Tyagi, et al., 2018). We predicted excretory/secretory proteins (EPs) of \( B. \) \( schroederi \), and at least 1395 EPs (5.26% of total protein) with diverse functions were identified, including 1046 conventionally secreted proteins and 349 nonconventionally secreted proteins (Data S2d–e).

### 3.3 Evolutionary and phylogenetic relationships among six nematodes

We clustered the \( B. \) \( schroederi \) gene models with the genes from five other nematode genomes (\( A. \) \( suum \), \( P. \) \( univalens \), \( T. \) \( canis \), \( C. \) \( elegans \), and \( M. \) \( hapla \); Table S11). We found that the six nematodes share 3906 homologous gene families (Figure 1c). In addition, four roundworms show high consistency in the number of single-copy and multicopy genes (Figure S11c). Collinearity results showed that although several roundworms are closely related, collinearities among the genomes are low (Figure 1b). The proportions of collinearity between \( B. \) \( schroederi \) and the other three roundworms in the genome species are 35.37% (vs. \( T. \) \( canis \)), 43.86% (vs. \( A. \) \( suum \)), and 55.12% (vs. \( P. \) \( univalens \)), respectively, which indicate that genetic differentiation among roundworms is considerable.

We used 2451 single-copy genes shared within the six nematode genomes to reconstruct a phylogenetic tree (Figure 1d). The relationships among the six nematodes in the phylogenetic tree are consistent with a previous study (Coghlan, Tyagi, et al., 2018). \( B. \) \( schroederi \) is closely related to \( A. \) \( suum \) and \( P. \) \( univalens \). According to the TimeTree (Hedges, 2011) database and fossil evidence from \( A. \) \( suum \) and \( C. \) \( elegans \) (Mcgill et al., 2017), we estimated the divergence time between the four roundworms to approx 400–269 million years ago (Ma), and the divergence time between the four roundworms is approximately 100–26 Ma (Figure 1d). Among the four roundworms, \( T. \) \( canis \) was identified as the earliest branch to the other three roundworms (approximately 134 Ma).

### 3.4 Expanded and contracted genes in Ascariasis

Compared with \( C. \) \( elegans \) and \( M. \) \( hapla \), a large number of genes have been lost or contracted in the branch of roundworms (Figure 2a). Specifically, we found that 563 gene families are significantly contracted (\( p < .05 \)), with an average loss of 1.61 genes in each family (Table S12). However, roundworms also show significant expansion in 29 gene families (\( p < .05 \)). We focused on the changes in gene number related to free life and those related to parasitic life in nematodes. For both the expanded and contracted gene families, KEGG enrichment analysis showed that pathways related to tissue development, metabolism and environmental information processing had undergone significant changes (Figure S13a,b). Interestingly,
a similar expansion also appeared in the roundworm branch compared to *M. hapla* (Figure S13c–d). For tissue development, we found that the chitin-binding protein CPG-2 gene family is significantly expanded in the roundworm branch (*p* < .01). In addition, a significant expansion of the tight junctions (ko04530), phagosome pathway (ko04145) and Rap1 signalling pathway (ko04015) was observed (*p* < .01; Figure 2a). In relation to self-defense, consistent with a previous study, we observed an expansion of the chymotrypsin/elastase inhibitor gene family, which may be related to a protection of roundworms from host proteases (Coghlan, Tyagi, et al., 2018). In addition, according to the copy number statistics of expanded gene families, the actin family is significantly expanded among all four roundworms (Figure 2b). GO enrichment analysis showed that the genes related to nematode behavior and biological adhesion accounted for the most significant difference among all gene families exhibiting expansions in roundworms (Figure 2c).
3.5 | Expanded or contracted gene families related to the adaptation of B. schroederi

To better understand the adaptation to the specific habitat and intestinal environment of the giant panda, we analysed the expanded and contracted genes in B. schroederi compared with three roundworms (A. suum, P. univalens and T. canis).

We identified expanded gene families with functions involved in striated muscle contraction (GO:0006941), nematode larval development (GO:0002119), larval feeding behavior (GO:0030536), chitin metabolic process (GO:0006030) and actin cytoskeleton organization (GO:0030036). The most significantly enriched GO term was the straight muscle contraction, which was largely due to the highly significant expansion of the actin family (Figure 3a,d). KEGG enrichment showed that the number of genes involved in metabolic pathways, including drug metabolism (metabolism of xenobiotics by cytochrome P450, ko00980; p < .01) and autoimmunity (ko05130, ko05100; p < .01), exhibited significant changes (Figure 3a). We observed an expansion of the gene family involved in positive regulation of eating behaviour (Figure 3b). Finally, we found that B. schroederi has 654 unique annotated proteins, which were mainly enriched in the synthesis and recycling pathways of essential amino acids especially the degradation of valine, leucine and isoleucine (ko00280, p < .01; Figure 3c).

3.6 | The significant expansion of the actin family in Ascariasis and positive selection genes (PSGs) in B. schroederi

The migration of roundworms is the main cause of VLM (Figure 4a). Actin polymerization is controlled by intracellular signals that are mediated by small GTPases of the Rho family (RhoA, Rac1, and Cdc42; Figure 4c) (Ammassari-Teule & Segal, 2017). We observed a very significant expansion of the actin family in the B. schroederi genome (Figure 3d). Surprisingly, the three upstream regulators of actin (Rac1, ROCK and MLCK), were under strong positive selection (p < .01). ROCK phosphorylates the LIM-kinase which then phosphorylates cofilin to promote rho-induced actin cytoskeleton reorganization (Maekawa et al., 1999). These finding suggest a possible effect on myosin-actin interaction. Using the branch-site model implemented in PAML, 475 genes in the B. schroederi genome were found to be under strong positive selection compared with other three roundworms (Data S3a). Compared with three roundworms, the acetylcholine receptor subunit alpha-type deg.3 (p = 6.5 × 10^{-3}), which is an important drug target (Jones et al., 2007), was shown to be under strong positive selection in the B. schroederi genome (Data S3a).

3.7 | Demographic history of B. schroederi

To reconstruct the demographic history of B. schroederi, and explore the relationship with the giant panda, we used a pairwise sequentially Markovian coalescent (PSMC) model to estimate the changes of the effective population size of both B. schroederi and the giant panda within the last one million years (Li & Durbin, 2011). PSMC analysis showed that the effective population sizes (Nₑ) of B. schroederi and the host giant panda have almost exactly the same trend from 300 kya (thousand years ago) to 10 kya (Figure 5a), but the change of effective population size of the roundworms showed a slight lag. The effective population size of the giant panda declined significantly during the last two Pleistocene glacial periods (300–130 kya and 50–10 kya), and the effective population size of the roundworm also reached a historical low level. The most obvious change occurred in the Greatest Lake Period (50–30 kya), where the effective population size of the two species reached their pinnacle (Jinchi & Wei, 2004). In addition, we applied multiple sequentially Markovian coalescent (MSMC) method (Schiffels & Durbin, 2014) to infer the recent demographic events of B. schroederi and performed five repetitions (each repetition used four individuals per population). The effective population size of roundworms showed a sharp decline in the last 10,000 years, which also may be related to the host population dynamics. Studies have indicated that human activities may have caused the decline of the giant panda population in the past few thousand years, and the roundworm population may be affected by this.

3.8 | Population structure of B. schroederi populations

We carried out whole-genome resequencing of 266 samples, including 240 from captive pandas of the Sichuan subspecies and 26 samples from individuals of the wild Qinling panda subspecies (Figure 6a). The average sequencing coverage and sequencing depth reached 97.91% and 41-fold, respectively (Tables S1 and S13). A total of 6.32 million SNPs were obtained after filtering (see Section 2). PCA supported the clear separation between B. schroederi from the captive Sichuan and the wild Qinling panda subspecies (Figure 6b), with PC1 separating the Qinling and Sichuan populations and PC2 separating the Sichuan population into two clusters (p < .05). We constructed a phylogenetic tree using the maximum likelihood (ML) method, which showed two distinct clusters in the whole population, with all Qinling individuals forming a single cluster and all Sichuan individuals forming another single cluster (Figure 6c). In addition, the results of structure analyses also indicated that there were almost no shared ancestral components between the Qinling and Sichuan populations, supporting the results from the phylogenetic tree and the PCA (Figure 6d). Although the two populations showed extremely similar genetic diversity (Figures S14 and S15), our results consistently supported two distinct groups corresponding to the Sichuan and Qinling populations.

3.9 | Recent positive selections in the B. schroederi populations

We used integrated haplotype score (iHS) to detect genes under recent natural selection in the captive and wild populations. A total
of 29,553 SNPs in captive and 18,953 SNPs in wild were identified within the top 1% iHS scores. By extending the 25 kb distance around the top 1% SNPs, filtering out SNPs in the nongene regions, a total of 518 and 370 genes were located in the positively selected regions in captive and wild populations, respectively (Data S3b,c). We further calculated the distribution of nucleotide diversity on the 21 superscaffolds (Figure S15), and found that the genetic diversity in some regions was significantly lower than in the flanking genome regions such as glutamate-gated chloride channel alpha (gcl-1), a receptor for anthelmintic ivermectin [Cook et al., 2006], nose resistant to fluoxetine protein 6 (nrf-6), a fluoxetine (Prozac) resistance gene (Choy et al., 2006; Fares & Grant, 2002), ABC transporter ced-7 (ced-7, phagocyte corpse) (Wu & Horvitz, 1998) and β-1,4-N-acetylgalactosaminyltransferase bre-4 (bre-4, resistance to pore-forming toxin [Griffitts et al., 2003]) genes (Figure 7b). Interestingly, the four genes were only found under positive selection in the captive population, but not in the wild population. In addition, we also used the cross-population extended haplotype homozygosity (XP-EHH) method (Sabeti et al., 2007) to screen for genes that might have been positively selected by different deworming selection pressures by comparing the captive and wild populations (Figures S16 and S17, Data S3d). Similarly, the genes encoding the multdrug...
resistance protein pgp-3 (Xu et al., 1998) which is related to ivermectin resistance, gle-1, nrf-6, cytochrome p450 (CYP) family members and other drug resistance related genes, were also observed to be under strong positive selection in the captive population (Figure 7c).

### 3.10 Identifying anthelmintic resistance-related gene family and drug targets

We use the **hmmer3** software to scan several detoxification-related gene families at the whole genome scale, including ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters, cytochrome P450 (CYP), glutathione S-transferase (GST), glycoside hydrolase family 18 (CHIA), patched family (PTCHD) and protein tyrosine phosphatase family (PTP) (Figure S12d). A total of 97 ABC transporters, multipass membrane proteins, were identified in *B. schroederi*, and the average number of ABC transporter genes in roundworms was greater than that in *C. elegans* (60) (Schumacher & Benndorf, 2017). The high-quality genome data of *B. schroederi* provides an opportunity to identify biologically active anthelmintic compounds. On the one hand, it enables identification of the targets of existing anthelmintics, on the other hand, it also enables identification of new potential targets for compounds...
from other areas of drug discovery. All compound-related proteins were searched against target proteins from CHEMBL v26 using BLASTP \((E \leq 1 \times 10^{-10})\), and a total of 4554 small molecules with recorded biological activities were identified. By blasting against the ChEMBL databases (Gaulton et al., 2012), a total of 90 known genes, which encode specific drug targets were identified. The corresponding drugs (13 drugs used to treat humans with World Health Organization (WHO) ATC code P02 “WHO anthelmintics” and 10 drugs from DrugBank Wishart et al., 2017) were further collated by searching DrugBank databases and the literature (Data S4a). Some of these drugs have been proven to be effective against *B. schroederi*, such as albendazole (Fu et al., 2011), mebendazole (Bourne et al., 2010), pyrantel (Xie et al., 2011) and ivermectin (Wang et al., 2015).

Many existing anthelmintics are compromised by the increase of resistance in roundworm populations (Li et al., 2015). In addition to known drugs, we were committed to identifying new potential drug targets. We focused on single protein ChEMBL targets that may be easier to develop drugs against than protein complexes (Coghlan, Tyagi, et al., 2018). By blasting against target proteins (similarities >80%) in the single protein database ChEMBL, we identified 95 genes encoding single proteins. Then we set a score of “0/1” considering six main factors to evaluate the potential of the protein as a drug target (see Section 2; Figure 8). Finally, we located the position of all the drug target encoding genes on superscaffolds (Figure 8). Since the existing phase III and above drugs have greater potential for being developed into new anthelmintics, we searched for commercially available compounds against each target protein although these compounds were not originally designed as anthelmintics. Among all the proteins, we found that three target genes (cmd-1, Ap2s1, HRAS) have available compounds with phase III/IV approvals (Data S4b). These potential drug targets and compounds will provide a possible starting point for the development of new anthelmintics.

4 | DISCUSSION

*Baylisascaris schroederi* exhibits strong environmental adaptability and wide distribution, and is a threat to the health of giant pandas (Zou et al., 1998). In-depth studies of *B. schroederi* have been hampered by the lack of a high-quality genome sequence. The scaffold N50s of published *A. suum*, *P. univalens* and *T. canis* genomes are 290, 1825 and 375 kb, respectively (Table 1). In this study, we present the first chromosome-scale genome assembly of the *B. schroederi* with the scaffold N50 of 12.32 Mb, representing a genome assembly with the best contiguity in Ascarididae. We envisage that this genome will provide a valuable and useful genetic resource for future research on roundworms, as well as drug development for expulsion.

Roundworms have special characteristics that are different from free-living nematodes reflecting the adaptation to the parasitic life. Eggs of roundworms have a tough and elastic polysaccharide chitin shell, which enables eggs to persist in the soil for up to 10 years (Fairbairn, 1970). We have observed a significant expansion of the chitin-binding protein CPG-2 family in roundworm
branches, which may be related to the formation of the roundworm eggshell, thereby prolonging the survival of roundworms even in a harsh environment. In addition, in the parasitic stage, larvae enter the intestine, penetrate the intestinal wall, migrate among tissues and organs (Kazacos & Boyce, 1989), molt and develop, finally return to the small intestine to develop into adults, mate, and lay eggs. Some genes potentially involved in tissue invasion and immune evasion have been significantly expanded in roundworms, including genes homologous to metallopeptidase and serine/threonine-protein kinase, respectively. Previous studies have shown that metallopeptidase(s) in the secretory products of astacins in the nematode epidermis can digest collagen in host tissues, and thus be involved in the migration of larvae in viscera (Soblik et al., 2011; Williamson et al., 2006).

Although the morphological characteristics of Ascarididae species are similar, the B. Schroederi still shows unique molecular evolutionary traits. The giant panda has gradually evolved in response to the bamboo diet during millions of years of evolution (Zhou et al., 1997). In the B. Schroederi genome, several unique gene families of B. Schroederi were found to be involved in the metabolism of essential amino acids, especially the degradation of valine, leucine and isoleucine (KO00280; p < .01), which is likely to enhance the ability of B. Schroederi to absorb nutrients. Actin promotes muscle contraction and plays a very important role in the movement and migration of B. Schroederi in the host. The significant expansion and positive selection of the actin family may have provided the driving force for muscle contraction and cell movement (Hall, 1998). Studies have shown that actin is involved in the repair of nematode epidermis damage (Suhong & Chisholm, 2012), which is of great significance to the migration of B. Schroederi in the giant panda. The expansion of the actin gene family may, at least to some extent, explain the genetic basis of stronger locomotion ability of B. Schroederi than other roundworms.

According to a previous investigation, the cause of death of giant pandas in recent decades has shifted from starvation and poaching to VLM-related deaths (Zhang et al., 2008). Frequent use of drugs
may drive the increasing frequency of genes related to drug resistance in the population, leading to widespread drug resistance in the *B. schroederi* population. Furthermore, there have been reports of side effects in giant pandas after the administration of existing anthelmintic drugs (Wang et al., 2015). We observed a recent significant positive selection of *ABC* and *CYP* family members and other resistance-related genes (*glc-1*, *nrf-6*, *pgp-3* and *bre-4*) in captive (SC) populations. Although wild and captive populations were obtained from two different regions (Qinling and Sichuan), natural selection analysis mainly considers recent changes in gene frequency. The two populations are facing completely different selection pressures for deworming, and thus, offer an option for evaluating natural selection trends of a few resistance-related genes. The results indicated an increased frequency of drug resistance-related genes in captive populations. This may be related to the frequent use of drugs in recent decades. Although the degree of natural selection in the current resistance areas cannot be quantified, it is possible that the gene frequency of these genes is still increasing, and it may cause the emergence and increase of resistant individuals. Studies have shown that some new sources of infection may even evolve into potential antibiotic-resistant pathogens (Zumla & Hui, 2019). Therefore, the identification of drug-resistance genes and the detection of drug-resistant individuals are still essential in future works.

There is an urgent need for new anthelmintic drugs for intestinal expulsion of roundworms (James et al., 2009; Jia et al., 2012). Specifically, there is a pressing need for new anthelmintic drugs to protect the giant panda, since existing drugs suffer from low efficacy, serious side effects or rising drug resistance in parasite populations due to increased frequency of use (Wang et al., 2015). The chromosome-scale genome of *B. schroederi* provides a reference for the development of species-specific drugs, and drug targets can be screened at the whole genome level. We identified a total of 90 known drug targets and 95 potential drug targets, providing a basis for the development of follow-up drugs. We searched four compounds (lonafarnib, haloperidol, trifluoperazine and chlorpromazine; Data S4b) that have a phase 3/4 approval. These compounds could be considered for repurposing as novel anthelmintics, which would save considerable effort and expenses. Nevertheless, the anthelmintic activity of these compounds and other potential target compounds needs further testing. We envisage that such works will provide new modalities for the prevention and treatment of baylisascariasis and other parasitic diseases.
5 | CONCLUSIONS

Roundworms have undergone a remarkable evolutionary adaptation to specific hosts accompanying host evolution. The roundworm genome provides a possibility to study the details of gene selection or loss in the process of evolution and adaptation to the intestinal environment, including genes involved in epidermal chitin synthesis, environmental information, and essential amino acid metabolism. In addition, population genomic analysis and drug prediction provide insights revealing the impact of deworming history on population genetic structure and future development of novel anthelmintic drugs.
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